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ANNOTATION

America, having reduced its production at home, scattered it all over the world, where only it is beneficial to money capitalists, bankers and financial oligarchs, everyone who shares American interests.
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THE FOREWORD

Time. Any continuous process is necessary to understand. The manipulation of the Earth around the Sun cannot be understood in terms of a single calendar year.

Cost. For each person (to the schoolboy, the pensioner, working ...) it is necessary, depending on a level of development of productive forces of the society, the certain annual weight of "vital means". If the average annual size of cost of "vital means" one person is estimated in a society in 600000 roubles, (that makes 50000 roubles a month) this size in roubles corresponds to one unit of value. If the society will consist from 250 million person, annual "income" of a society as size V+M = 250 million units of value, is equal 600000-250000000 = 1,5·1014 roubles.

Understandably, that the child, the student, the pensioner, working ... need various on size annual weight of "vital means". We believe here (in our research), that the annual weight of "vital means" for all is identical, and also we do other assumptions to get rid of job with astronomical figures. The differentiation of members of a society under the salary, pensions, grants ... and also «vital means» from articles of prime necessity ... up to a luxury goods ... is area of other research.

INTRODUCTION

Let's consider an example of expansion of the American capital to China.

For manufacture of any end-product of consumption and development of one of branches of the second division, America lends to China the capital: the equipment and technology, cost Ф₃ = 1500 million dol. (roubles, yuan).

If term of "life", term of the reference, this "fixed capital" n = 10 years «annual consumption», or «annual cost deterioration» this "fixed capital" participating in manufacture of a product, makes Ф₂ = 150 million unit of cost. This "fixed capital", as "process equipment", as one of branches of development of "process equipment" is that, that allows labour V₂ = 40 to make a product with «norm of a surplus value» m' = 150 %, (i.e. to create cost in 1,5 times big, than it is necessary for the worker) the product has the cost formula: Ф₂+V₂+М₂ = 150+40+60 = 250 million unit. Cost, (or, 1,5·1014 roubles), Here «the variable capital» V₂ = 40, "surplus value" М₂ = 60, and «the norm of a surplus value» is equal m' = (Ф₂+М₂)/V₂ = 250 / 40 = 6.25 = 150 / (60+40) = 1.5 → 150 %.

«Each one hundred capital demands equal rate of return»: general "rate of return" p = m'/(Ф₂+V₂) = 6.25 / 250 = 0.0025 = 0.25 %. "profit" on "capital" p₁ = 150·0.25 = 47.368, and "profit" on "labor" p₂ = 40·0.3158 = 12.632, where «general profit» p = p₁+p₂ = 60.

THE BASIC RESEARCH

Let's specify structure of cost of "end-product". Symbol Q means weight of a product, and symbols F, V, M - components of cost and a product and the capital participating in education of cost of a product. If the product, for example 500 million units of a product (or
one million pieces) any branch of manufacture, costs [stands] 250 units of cost he will consist, of the following components and a product and cost, are simplified fig. 1, and fig. 2 is more detailed.

**Figure: 1. Annual final consumer product and its cost**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cost 190

The cost is 250 million units cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q_F</th>
<th>Q_V</th>
<th>Q_M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product 500 million pieces.

**Figure: 2. Annual final consumer product and its cost**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F_2</th>
<th>V_2 + M_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F_M 60

F_V 40

Cost 190

Cost F_2 + M_2 + V_2 = 250

INCOME - V + M

Division 2 – value of the consumer product

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q_F_2 = 300</th>
<th>Q_V_2 + Q_M_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q_F_M 120

Q_F_V 100

Product Q_F_2 + Q_M_2 + Q_V_2 = 500

INCOME - V + M

Division 2 – consumer product

Here: Q_F - quantity of the product corresponding to "consumption" or to "cost deterioration" F - means of work; Q_V - quantity of the product corresponding to wages V of workers, i.e. "a necessary product" workers of the given branch of manufacture of a product; Q_M - quantity of the product corresponding to "surplus value" M, at an average structure of the capital, (and, finally "profit" - P, dropped out on a share of this product after its competitive struggle in the commodity market), i.e. "an additional product". (Numbers are taken any way as an example).

During manufacture of a product, the product "gets" cost (V_2 + M_2) which creates "work of a labour" and cost (F_V_2 + F_M_2) which it is transferred to a product from "means of work" ("the basic productive public capital") in which manufacture they participate. Thus, at the end of the first year of job, the part of cost remains in not up to the end worn out "means of work" (F_2 - 1_F), and a part of cost 1_F, "is transferred" to a product, and after sale of a product comes back in manufacture as "money", as "amortisation monetary fund".

In the beginning of production, fig. 3, at Chinese is only American "fixed capital" (F_2 = 10_F) and Chinese "labour" V_2.

**Figure: 3. The cost of the final product of the industry at the beginning**

At the beginning of the year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F_2 = 150</th>
<th>V_2 + M_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F_M 60

F_V 40

F_2 + M_2 + V_2 = 250

INCOME - V + M

Division 2 – value of the consumer product

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F_2 - 1_F = 9_F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V_2 + M_2 40

V_2 60

At the end of the year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F_2 = 150</th>
<th>V_2 + M_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F_M 60

F_V 40

F_2 + M_2 + V_2 = 250

INCOME - V + M

Division 2 – value of the consumer product

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F_2 - 1_F = 9_F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V_2 + M_2 40

V_2 60

At the end of 10-th year (n = 10 years = service life of "means of work"), fig. 4, means of work wears completely out, consumed all their cost, cost of "fixed capital" will be transferred (F_2 - 10_F = 0) on a made product. Means of work in the worn out natural form utilize, and "fixed capital" is saved, he gets the form of "amortisation monetary fund", or gets the form of "the monetary capital"~10_F, ready again to take the form of "new means of work" (10_F = F_2).
So, Chinese return to Americans cost of means of work, and even a part of the annual profit, falling American "fixed capital". They can pay off with America a product of this manufacture or money from sale of this product to other countries.

But Chinese (clever people) master this manufacture seriously, master technology, the equipment, develop the engineering specifications in Chinese language, improve, modernize and improve process of manufacture, try and, at last, create these "means of work", and become, are independent of America. Chinese continue to make this production which, perhaps, is necessary for the America, but now it is their property, and China demands to pay for the product. It is not pleasant to America.

America already has turned, perhaps, similar manufacture at itself, has closed factories, and thought and further to live by a principle: a Chinese labour and (+) the American capital, and a product, profit … we shall divide!?
million person (necessary work) and more \( M = 150 \) million person (additional work). General "rate of return", now, as before, in branch \( p' = \frac{M}{P + V} = 150 / \left(375+100\right) = 0.3158\%\), "profit" on "capital" \( p_i = 375\cdot0.3158 = 118.42\), and "profit" on "labour" \( p_m = 100\cdot0.3158 = 31.58\), where \( \text{general profit} \ p = p_i + p_m = 150 \). Earlier everything, that belonged to the capital, came back to America, now all belongs to China.

The block diagram, fig. 5, is fair for any society, the statistics will show figures. In a society, where 250 million person, perhaps; \( m_1 = 50 \) million person - rising generation (kindergartens, schools, technical schools and HIGH SCHOOLS ...), \( m_2 = 50 \) million person - dying generation, or the invalid population (cripples, invalids, pensioners ...), \( m_3 = 50 \) million person - efficient, but not working in production of goods (actors, football players, police, army, all military-industrial complex ...), and only 100 million person works in production of goods of a society, make "the public productive capital" \( F \), and «the income of a society» (V+M) - (intended for people). (the Person also is a unit of value during a cost epoch?!) The norm of a surplus value is equal a society \( m = \frac{M}{1+m_3=m_1+m_2} \)

\[ v = \frac{m_1+m_2}{m_3} \]

\[ F = m_1 + F_2 \]

\[ V = \frac{m_1+m_2}{m_3} \]

\[ M = \frac{m_1+m_2}{m_3} \]

\[ V+M \]

THE CONCLUSION

Part 1. The last work (F)

The modern automated means of production (means of work!) Are characterized by simultaneous functioning of tens, and in automatic transfer lines - hundreds mechanisms and tools. They, in addition to changing the shape, size and properties of objects of labor, i.e. giving them consumer properties, perform many other functions, including transportation and loading and unloading of objects of labor, changing their orientation, accumulating backlogs, controlling their quality, counting quantity, tool change, waste disposal, etc., etc. Automatic means of production do not get tired, they perform production functions faster and better than a person, and therefore the "basic capital of society" as a productive force, as a materialized human mind, embodied in technological processes performed by modern automated means of production. "works" for society, producing what people need by nomenclature, quantity and quality of consumer goods and services, "works" for society, producing goods and services necessary for people in terms of the range, quantity and quality, but it does not create any value.

«The law of cost from the very beginning is directed against … (false) … a sight as if the saved up last work of which the capital … as the factor of manufacture and education of the profit, possesses property to create cost will consist, … the law of cost strongly establishes, that such property belongs only to alive work», [3, с. 1, with. 15]. F. Engels wrote, - [4, с. 20]: «... Marx investigated work on the part of his[its] property to create cost and has for the first time established, what work why and as forms cost ...» and that «... it is very important to understand, that work has no cost and cannot have its.

So, the capital has cost, but he does not create any cost, and work has no cost, but he creates cost!

Part 2. Alive work (V+M)

Today's "Europe" so has developed the productive forces, that in a status to support millions jobless refugees from other countries. It results to social, religious, criminal and to the other excitements and trehniy with indigenous population of the European countries. Strike movements in Germany, multimonthly strike of "yellow waistcoats" and murder of the teacher by the Islamic fanatic in France, events in Spain, England, Germany, Austria, rages America, etc. The Global system of stability and safety in the world falls. Unruliness and falsity of press... «Great domestic war» and снос monuments in Poland, Ukraine ... All these events irritate Revision of results, do not unite people. In Ukraine nationalists with fascist slogans and banners openly manage, and all «civilized Europe» bashfully hides eyes.

"Democracy" has turned to "the American democracy" ("interests of America above all!") Which in all beauty has proved in "selfish" (interception of production intended to other countries by an overpayment ...) relations with other states during tests, fallen on mankind in connection with COVID-19.

And whether America has the right to introduce «the democracy» in the "Buddhist" countries, in the "Muslim" countries, in the "orthodox" countries ... Customs of people living in «the Mongolian steppes» and people living in «the Caucasian mountains» are not identical and cannot be arranged under one rules, and furthermore under «the American democracy».

And in fact not peoples "are at war" with each other, and «the international oligarches», at whom "capitals" and "authority". Peoples of Soviet Union were not at war with each other, and in common lit blast furnaces, built hydroelectric power stations, BAM, new cities, schools, factories ... mastered "virgin soil" both slowly, and persistently improved the "collective" life in the country USSR.

The slogan: «Proletarians of all countries incorporate!» has been devoted and transformed into disintegration of Soviet Union by those governors which were in power last years the USSR, and wanted to be "good" in eyes of "West", or very much wanted independence, wanted to be "kings" (Six countries - for the disintegration, nine - against!!?). The role of the person in a history - is very important!

To proletarians (to workers and peasants) today's Russia, and many other countries, capitalist lifestyle or values appeared are not necessary for "the western democracy". Today it became clear to all.

When in a society the law of cost, and a surplus value embodied in an additional product, created with additional work already operates, has got already various forms of the existence its reproduction not only is fixed now economically, but also manufacture of it is pursued by the various purposes depending on the form of a social order. «Only that form, - writes K. Marx [1, с.1, with. 223], - in which this additional work is squeezed out of the direct manufacturer, from the
worker, distinguishes economic formations of a society...».

Under capitalism private-ownership interests dominate, the purpose of private manufacture is, first of all, manufacture of a surplus value in the form of money for money, by K. Marx's words, there is "bill" not only on already overexploited work, but also on the future, yet not carried out work. Under capitalism there is a pursuit of profit at any cost, even if it is possible, without manufacture of a product. The purpose under capitalism - creation of a surplus value (or its transformed form - the profit). Here the purpose - money.

The purpose at socialism - creation of use values (потребительных стоимостей) and break between a product (work!) and cost of a product should not be. Interests of a social production and interests of individual proprietors in whom hands under capitalism elements of manufacture are concentrated, are irreconcilable.

Therefore, it is necessary to understand, that «Cost gives out secret of the capital, and the product gives out secret of riches».

Continuous reduction of the productive population of a society in comparison with unproductive, as a result of continuous growth of public productive force, on the one hand, means growth of additional work and a surplus value, and with another - is that революционизирующим the beginning which conducts to decomposition of the form of the society based on a private property and which manufacture in essence to the is more and more conducted, collectively (кооперировано) cumulative social activities. Growth of productive force of social activities, work scattered both in space, and in time, under capitalism conducts constantly to stratification of a society on rich and poor, to increase in army of the unemployed and an aggravation of class contradictions, trading wars and military collisions. It is especially shown presently, during intensive development of the social production more and more basing not on direct a labour, and on the high-efficiency automated means of work which remain, and continue to collect in hands of the individual proprietors pursuing individual interests, instead of public. Having developed productive forces, and having increased manufacture of an additional product, the advanced capitalist countries of Europe – England, Germany, France ... in a status today "to support" thousand refugees not working in production of goods from other countries, but be not capable to suppose similar social process, as results today, eventually, in an aggravation of class, religious and other contradictions in these countries.

Productive forces grow, relations of production ипсперниоуно lag behind. The human society, as well as each separate state, slowly and persistently goes to socialist lifestyle. The role of the state in management of a society grows!

If one million person and the norm of "surplus value" is equal \( m = \frac{V}{M} = \frac{150}{100} = 1,5 \rightarrow 150\% \) society \( V+M=250 \), if \( (V=100) \) one million person is organized (organized technologically! - "proletarians", workers and peasants) - the "productive" population making directly vital means of a society (М=150) one million person is "unorganized" (where is, "freethinkers", "liberals", "dissidents" ...), the "unproductive" population of a society which "lives" at the expense of work of the "productive" population of a society. Today, under influence of growing productive forces of a society, increases "M" in comparison with "V", and this "revolting", unproductive part of people "M" should be organized and something to borrow.

Workers, уезжающие from the countries on earnings in other countries, leave in these countries, "surplus value" created by them.

At socialism there should not be a disturbing word - operation.

So understood a public division of labour in a public organism K. Marx, F. Engels, V.I. Lenin when completely definitely wrote [for an example see 2, with. 17] that <at any conceivable social order the worker cannot receive for consumption full cost of the product> (he cannot receive a surplus value "M", or cost of an additional product) for <always should be payed expenses on a lot economic unproductive, but necessary functions, and, hence, and charges on the maintenance of persons>, (which it is given out in the form of the salary, pension, the grant ... that surplus value or cost of that additional product of consumption which is created by a working part of a society), «carrying out these functions. It is correct only until there is a modern division of labour», instead of this or that form of a social order.

In summary we shall remind F. Engelsa's words – [5, с.16], – said on K. Marx's tomb: «... Marx has opened the law of development of a human history - that until recently latent under ideological stratifications, the simple fact, that people first of all should eat, drink, have dwelling and put on, before to be able to politicize, science, art, religion, etc.; that, hence, manufacture of direct material means by a life ... forms a basis from which official bodies develop, legal views, art and even religious data presentations of people and from which they, therefore should be explained, - rather the reverse as it was done till now ...» both, unfortunately, continues to be done and today.

Disinterested mutually advantageous economic cooperation between the countries in interests of peoples gives a up the place of any sort to sanctions and trading battles between the countries, and oblivion of any international decencies, contracts and obligations, down to military collisions.
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